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HOUSING ELECTIVE 
B(Hons) 2006 
 
“As far as housing is concerned the whole world has remained under-developed.”  
 
Housing is a process or activity that long precedes the planning and construction phase and extends beyond the 
owners taking up residence; it is not a commodity or product. Housing is not only concerned with the design of a 
specific number of house units, but rather, the design of a whole environment that provides accommodation, jobs, 
education, recreation and other services. All this is to be achieved within a context that is accessible, safe, beautiful 
and sustainable.  
 
Many designers perceive the issue of housing negatively. This attitude is challenged. This course aims to equip you 
with the skills and attitudes that may enable you to answer to contextual needs without compromising a high standard 
of design.  
 
Objectives 

o To develop a deeper understanding for housing issues in South Africa; formulate concepts and views based 
on a broader frame of reference by looking at contemporary international precedents.  

o To explore alternative approaches to housing provision. 
o To emphasise the potentials of the design professions in making a change in the situation of housing in 

South Africa. 
o To develop the ability to discuss, co-relate, logically analyse various housing scenarios. 
o To review case studies which reflect good practice in housing design. 
o To apply good design principles in a realistic, yet innovative, manner in a housing project.  

 
Procedure 
The course aims to achieve a degree of specificity to the South African context while also building knowledge of 
housing issues worldwide. The physical and visual legacies of apartheid are addressed. Relevant skills are needed to 
deal with the transformation of township landscapes; the upgrading of hostel compounds and the creation of mixed 
use, nodal and strip developments to connect the isolated townships to the CBD. Building conversions require 
attention as the inner city receives its new inhabitants with new economic activities. Infill projects increase the density 
of fragmented, under-utilised inner city sites while bringing people closer to job opportunities and revitalising the 
locality in the process.  
 
In the light of very volatile legislative structures architects need to cope creatively with restrictions. Housing is 
addressed in a problem-based and interdisciplinary manner in exercises that cover knowledge-based, task-oriented 
and discipline-oriented methodological processes.  
 
Housing involves a number of building types and can be studied through a number of theoretical themes: 

o The study of local precedents and history.  
o The social, environmental and economic cost of housing as it is being delivered today. 
o Participatory planning, settlement design concepts, spatial concepts. 
o Materials and construction methods suitable for housing.  
o Urban design principles as an inseparable aspect of housing.  
o Explore major paradigm shifts in housing theory. 
o Housing typologies as manifestations of social-political-economic-cultural-historical realities. 

 
Housing design can be explored at a variety of levels/scales: 

o The urban design framework where the location of blocks retained exclusively for housing or residential 
components as part of mixed-use developments are investigated within the backdrop of other facilities that 
make a residential scheme viable and sustainable.  

o Outside spaces immediately surrounding a unit or block, whereby factors such as safety and privacy, both of 
the individual and at a communal level are considered, as well as issues of passive surveillance. 

o The design of residential blocks, which addresses issues of form and street/building interface. 
o The design of the interior of a residential unit, addressing issues such as economy, accessibility and 

ergonomics and flexibility. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment is done by teachers/lecturers and through peer-evaluation. You will be required to reflect and critically 
evaluate your own work. Design assessment needs to be product-oriented while student assessment needs to be 
process-oriented in terms of positive attitudes, organisational abilities and cognitive skills.  
 
The project 
“Reinventing the everyday.” 
Key issues to be addressed in the design project: 

o Create dynamic urban contexts based on the urban design principles of phasing, privacy, variety and 
integration. 

o Challenge the perception that limited funds means poor quality. 
o Create an enabling, inclusive, accessible context catering for the needs of all sectors of the target 

population. 
o Achieve a visually dynamic context that is vibrant: places where people enjoy the daily experience of their 

surroundings and subsequently care for and further develop them. 
o Provide efficient living units in optimal space, which link well with outdoor spaces. 
o Incorporate social amenities and services as well as income generating functions into the scheme. 
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o Explore different housing forms thereby eliminating the idea that an isolated house on an individual plot is 
the only acceptable solution. 

o Densify - to promote the belief that densification provides more viable urban areas and is appropriate not 
only for the urban poor but also for unsustainable suburban areas. 

 
The group 
The project will be reformulated to accommodate for different focus areas for the various study fields of the students:  

Landscape Architecture – housing-environment interface, sustainability and the “spaces in between”. 
 Architecture – the buildings and immediate surroundings and their location in a neighbourhood setting.  

Interior Architecture – the partition and furniture levels, designing for small spaces. 
 Project Management – finance and management of housing projects and concepts of participation.  
 
Skills  

o Provide design alternatives that cater for a variety of income levels and lifestyles through the use of 
different design aiding techniques. 

o Operate in a team. 
o Create optimum, multi-functional and ergonomically designed spaces. 
o Design at a variety of scales within an urban setting. 

        
Housing is concerned with issues of funding, management, tenure, implementation and community administration. 
These factors ultimately impact on design decisions – thus there is a need for designers to be aware of, and to 
influence this multi-faceted process. Ideally, a professional interacts with, and is advised by the community during the 
process of designing buildings for housing within an urban design framework.  
 
It has been emphasised that housing design should focus on participatory approaches as well as designing for 
alternative lifestyles, financial ability and changing scenarios during the lifetime of a residential unit. Thus, it is seen 
that a housing project will have a very different product from that of other design projects and should be presented 
differently.  
 
Theoretical themes 
HOUSING.LIVING.BUILDING synonymous/WORK.LIVE dialectic relation. merged contradictions/PRODUCT DESIGN. 
HOME DESIGN audacious.reserved/OPEN BUILDING support/infill systems. flexible subsystems. technology walls 
hinged architecture. passive-solid/active-void/URBAN INFILL the matrix/TRANSIENCE/FLUIDITY. 
PERMANENCE/FAMILY STRUCTURES individual. commune. traditional family/CITY LIVING concepts of habitation 
DESIGN EXPERIMENTATION IN HOUSING. traditional versus modern. high tech versus low tech 
 
Design and management themes  
Urban design. Design, layouts, upgrades. Housing as a revitalisation tool. 
Housing finance.  
Housing costs and affordability. Affordable services and infrastructure. Methods and materials.  
Project management. Process and phasing. Stock management and administration. 
Community participation, empowerment, capacity building. Income generation. 
Access to land and land reform. Types of tenure.  
Institutional and legal frameworks. Standards and regulations. 
Housing Delivery systems. Private sector involvement in housing. Product and delivery options for different situations. 
 
MAMELODI AND NELLMAPIUS, Pretoria 
Introduction 
During apartheid, housing landscapes in South Africa evolved into sterile, regimented and inefficient settlement 
patterns. Designers distanced themselves from such ugliness. Inner city areas and the notorious black townships are 
‘no-go’ zones for affluent whites and blacks, as the legacy of apartheid continues to filter through in the democratic era. 
Segregation is still evident. At architectural schools, students’ responses to housing have proved to be very restricted 
to the typical ‘matchbox’ house, whose image influences many of their design endeavours – even if stacked into a 
high-rise concrete frame, attached to older buildings or filling in the spaces between existing buildings in the city. There 
is always too much focus on the house unit and not on the overall context. 
 
Since 1994 South Africa has embarked on radical transformation of every aspect of society. Policies are being tested 
by the challenges of implementation. In the optimism after apartheid, housing became a major political playing card. 
Many new laws were passed concerning land reform and many subsequent promises were made. Although the old 
housing systems were rejected in the new political dispensation, yet in terms of implementation new processes and 
building typologies did not emerge. The government in collaboration with the private sector still largely controls 
housing. Community involvement, empowerment and capacity building are still not a reality. Although legislative 
obstacles were removed, operative barriers to the delivery of sustainable housing still remain.  
 
‘Service, Build, Occupy’ is the accepted formal housing delivery process. This formal system often disrupts the 
landscape by flattening it out, destroying existing vegetation, creating roads and open spaces that are too open, too 
wide and over-scaled. The layouts do not encourage street activities and the streets become car dominated. In this 
developer-built housing the land is flattened, trees are removed and plots are excessively big. In the ‘Occupy, Build, 
Service’ cycle of the informal process of delivery through land invasions settlements appear to be more sensitive to the 
landscape. The idea of urban design as an inseparable component of housing is reinforced.  
 
Housing is dealt with in terms of numbers and not in terms of quality. The spatial/physical/visual aspects and the wider 
urban context of a project are sometimes neglected – housing design and layouts have become linked to one planning 
and building type that it is not being questioned. New, alternative building typologies and urban layouts are not being 
investigated. 
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Housing policy in South Africa is strongly linked to land reform issues. European colonisers, since the 1600’s imposed 
systematic control on land. The apartheid authorities monitored the influx of Africans to urban areas and forced race 
segregation and restrictions on land acquisition. These policies had very drastic implications on the visual landscapes 
of the townships. The gaps that were created by the strong divisions are still existing and this fragmentation is one of 
the greatest planning challenges: to ‘erase’ boundaries and significantly ‘fill’ those gaps to create more integrated 
urban cities. The ‘matchbox’ houses became linked to massive government housing schemes of the 1950's onwards 
and, ironically, are still linked to the housing schemes of today.  
 
Townships are unsustainable and visually bland residential areas on the peripheries of all major towns and cities in 
South Africa. They are one of the most obvious visual legacies of apartheid. Townships were deliberately planned to 
discourage long-term settling by African migrant workers. One of the more extreme problems was that the townships 
never developed independent and viable economic centres. That same problem is being repeated again in the vast, 
sterile and depressing housing landscapes of today. Dewar describes it as follows: 
 
“Bleak, wind blasted landscapes, with almost no vegetation in sight, covered by a non-differentiated blanket of free-
standing little boxes. The impression of the skyscape…is ubiquitous wiring as all electrical connections are provided 
over-head to lower costs. In the distance you may occasionally see a school, but more commonly there are simply 
open spaces, already gathering paper and rubbish, left for schools, clinics and halls to be provided at some later date- 
in your heart you wonder if these will ever be provided…” 
 
Dewar also explains that despite the removal of many political and legal restrictions on land ownership, despite the 
transformations of the role of local government and despite the will to encourage humanistic and environmentally 
sound principles in planning, there are still many obstacles to housing delivery and the improvement of the quality of 
the housing being delivered. 
If housing types are true manifestations of the social and political intentions of a people, what does that say 
about the intentions of the current political movement in the post-apartheid South Africa? What message is 
being conveyed by the housing landscapes of today? 
 
Alternative ways of housing provision in South Africa are being investigated. One of the most important new delivery 
methods is the People’s Housing Process (PHP). It is aimed at very impoverished communities. By taking charge of 
the process, capacity building is encouraged and costs are greatly reduced. Future residents are educated in phasing 
mechanisms, designing, measurement/demystifying size, costing and recycling. Smaller plots and higher densities are 
being encouraged. The process is supported by the Department of Housing. 
 
Social housing in South Africa aims to provide rental housing in central location near to amenities. It is medium to high 
density and is seen to happen in vibrant, mixed-used context that allow for more economic activity to occur. Again it is 
a process that is supported by government and the subsidy system.  
 
Pretoria was traditionally the capital of the Afrikaner. As the administrative seat of the former apartheid government, its 
planning was typically based on apartheid planning principals. The historic city centre, comprising both the Central 
Business District and the affluent white suburbs, is surrounded by townships that are buffered off by industrial areas or 
empty expanses of land. These townships are cities in themselves housing a large proportion of the total population of 
Pretoria.  
 
The township of Mamelodi and Nellmapius are on the east of the city, close to some of the wealthier residential areas. 
Unlike Soshanguve, which is separated from the city by sheer distance, Mamelodi is separated by a highway and an 
industrial area. In both cases the intention was to keep cheap black labour close to the 'white cities': close enough to 
commute, but not close enough to be integrated with the main city structure. 
 
In your initial visit to Mamelodi, you are requested to assess the area in terms of the following:  
General layout and size. Educational Institutes. Employment Opportunities. History and Cultural Aspects. 
Environmental Challenges 
 
PROJECT 
This Housing Elective comprises two courses: Theory and Design. For both aspects you are requested to study the 
aspects listed below:  
 

� Understand the area 
� Study the proposed locations of the new centres/urban nodes. Critically assess the locations, where could 

the other possibilities have been? 
� Study the variety of activities in the area, formal/informal housing, agricultural and educational activities and 

identify where there are environmental challenges. 
� Research locations were there appears to be a concentration of economic activities. 
� Identify existing industries. 
� Propose a mixed use urban node and work as a group on an urban design proposal for the node. Design 

Social Housing within that node.   
� Explore the possibilities of overcoming the ‘bracketing’ of sites, research the legislative obstructions to the 

development of new forms of habitation, whether concessions/relaxations can be obtained. 
� Design a house unit (project to be explained at a later date), show alternative ways of ‘living’, study housing 

in the area at all its different levels, and explore open building principles from the urban design level to the 
partition level.  

� Prepare a research paper on a topic related to your particular field of study in consultation with the course 
coordinator.  


